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Elevate Your
Space,
Naturally.

Immerse your space in natural beauty. Enjoy the
vibrant colours and textures with minimal
maintenance.

Beyond aesthetics, our moss walls offer enhanced
acoustics, fostering a tranquil atmosphere for
heightened produc tivity. Elevate your brand subtly
by seamlessly incorporating your company logo into
the moss wall design. Choose Green Design for a
unique blend of nature and innovation, transforming
your space into a harmonious haven.

Sourced from Scandinavia's pristi ne forests.
Embrace natural elegance with minimal
upkeep and enhanced acoustics. 
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Breathe life into your brand with Moss Walls - where your company logo
becomes a vibrant, organic masterpiece. Using a dynamic canvas of moss

colors and textures, we can create a visually striking and personalised focal
point within your workspace.

Enhance your brand presence with the natural touch of our Moss Walls.

Create a Lasting Impression
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Beyond their captivating visual appeal, Moss Walls actively contribute to a
more acoustically balanced environment. The soft, porous nature of the
moss absorbs sound waves, effectively reducing echoes and minimising

ambient noise.

 Transform your space into a tranquil haven where productivity thrives,
thanks to the subtle yet impactful acoustic enhancements provided by our

Moss Walls.

Moss Walls and Acoustic Harmony
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Moss is a fully preserved product, making these walls are the maintenance-
free solution. This translates to zero ongoing costs. With no need for

watering, pruning, or special lighting requirements, our Moss Walls thrive in
most indoor environments, bringing nature's beauty to your space without

the hassle!

Moss, the Hassle Free Solution



Introducing our exquisite Biomontage
Wall Art—an innovative concept

designed to seamlessly integrate the
beauty of nature into your interior

space.

Biomontage represents the epitome of
biophilic design, offering you the

opportunity to blend our captivating
moss with other natural elements such

as bark and cork.

Crafted through sustainable harvesting
methods, these walls are not only

environmentally conscious but also
demand minimal attention, as they

thrive without the need for light,
maintenance, or water.
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biom
ontage



Transform Your Space Seamlessly
with Biomontage Wall Art

Elevate your space effortlessly by adorning your walls with these stunning
pieces, or explore additional options such as room dividers, available in

both double and single-sided configurations. Experience the harmonious
union of nature and artistry with our Biomontage Wall Art.
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